
It’s generally believed that some people are born with certain talent, for instance for sport or music 
and others are not. However, it is sometimes claimed that any child can be taught to become a good 
sports person or musician.

Discuss both three views and give your own opinion:

In  the search for the seek for an optimum approach to teaching and training different fields, such as 
sport and art for instance, has been a divisive issue which concerns people’s extraordinary talents. 
Whether these abilities are innate or acquired remains controversial.

While some people hold the opinion of not considering special flair for anyone, a large number of 
people believe there are individuals with exclusive talents. They argue these exceptional individuals 
have a gift for special capacity which makes them learn fast. It has been said that not only are they (they 
not only are) quick in absorbing information, they are marvellous performers; the feature which is 
considered their strongest plus point/strong suit. Moreover, they assert famous musicians and sport 
champions for instance, are magicians who create their masterpieces as if they are inspired by their own 
intuition. 

however, others claim that all individuals, all over the world, possess a similar neuro system and if one 
person is able to achieve something, the others are likely to get the same results as well, even though 
they do not take issue with accepting the fact of the existence existing some exceptional individuals. 
They assert in training and education systems by means of effective methods and positive 
reinforcements they are able to teach highly efficient artists and sportsmen. In developed countries, 
especially, both music and sport trainers, are tend to invest in their students’ passion and guide them to 
have powerful commitment to achieve their goals.

If I were to opt for one of these sides/stances controversies, I would vote for the third group. Well-
trained coaches and trainers put take efficient methods into action. They strongly believe an insatiable 
passion for ultimate result is a contributory factor, by which people could be able to expand their 
capacities and abilities.

In a nutshell, I always agree with the this proverb that goes” practice makes perfect”. Underestimation 
of/Underestimating  humans’ indefinite capability of fulfilling acing their desires is a huge mistake.


